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(or the problem of sliding targets in conservation) 
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Why Marine Conservation is Necessary

(Roff & Zacharias 2011, Chapter 1) 

5 minute paper: 

- Write your name in card

- One side: 
What are the “levels” of the four 
Components of Marine Biodiversity?
(please provide an example of each)

- Other side: 
What are the three broad types 
of Values of Marine Biodiversity?





What is Biodiversity ? 
(Traditional Perspective) 

The word “Biodiversity” coined                       
as a contraction of the term                  
“biological diversity” in 1985. 

It is the variety of life found                           
in a specific place on Earth, or                   
the total variety of life on Earth.

Includes all organisms, species,                        
and populations; the genetic                    
variation among these; and                         
their complex assemblages of 
communities and ecosystems. 

(UNEP, 2010) 



What is Biodiversity ? 
(Dynamic Perspective) 

Also refers to the 
interrelatedness of 
genes, species, and 
ecosystems and their 
interactions with the 
environment. 

Also refers to change 
over time:  the variety 
and variability of life. 



Change is Happening… on Land 

"New Mexico    

Lakes 

(1991 and 2001)" 

© S. Glover

“Retreating Glaciers” 

© Parks Canada

http://www.shiftingbaselines.org/news/photocont.html



http://www.shiftingbaselines.org/news/photocont.html

"Corals (1994 - 2003)" © Craig Quirolo

"Florida Corals" ©  E.A. Shinn, USGS

… And at Sea



Benchmarks, Baselines,Trends, Regime Shifts

The detection of trends in ecosystems depends upon:

(1) “good” description of benchmarks for measuring variability

(2) ability to distinguish between  natural / anthropogenic changes 

How far back should we go ? 

How long is the right baseline ?

What are the natural patterns of variability ?

How large of a human impact do we want to detect ?

Sensitive,  cost-effective, easy to interpret 

Natural areas (for controls)



Pristine – What does it mean ?

The word "pristine" is used widely in advertising (take a look at 

ads for bottled water) to describe "untouched" portions of nature. 

How should the pristine ocean look like ?  

When did this original “reference” state occur ? 

Fifteen thousand years ago? Certainly different from today           

-- the North Atlantic was frozen solid. 

Two hundred million years ago? There were enormous reefs 

made of giant clams. 

Six hundred and fifty million years ago? Nothing but jellyfish 

and bacteria. 

A billion years ago? Nothing but bacteria.



How About 100 Years Ago ?

Different from today? Yes  

For instance …  the whalers of 

Nantucket had driven gray whales in 

the North Atlantic to extinction, and 

were whaling in the South Pacific. 

Steller's sea cow extinct for over 100 

years… and Great Auks for 50. 

First described in 1741. Hunted to 

extinction within 27 years of 

discovery by Europeans.

Steller's sea cow

(Hydrodamalis  gigas)

Great Auk,

(Pinguinus impennis)

Last certain record on 

July 1844 on Iceland,



How About 500 Years Ago ?

Were humans exploiting the ocean 500 years ago?

Yes:  Basque cod fishers were travelling to Newfoundland,             

and had already extirpated the Northeast Atlantic Right Whale.    

How about the native americans?  

This is a scene created  using several 

historical accounts from explorers:

By day, the natives used a dip net and   

spear, and by night, a fire in a canoe              

to attract the fish to the boat. 

They also employed fish weirs to trap fish. 
John White 

The manner of their fishing, 

North America, ~AD 1585-93.
From the British Museum: 

http://www.britishmuseum.org





http://www.ted.com/talks/daniel_pauly_the_ocean_s_shifting_baseline.html

http://www.ted.com/talks/daniel_pauly_the_ocean_s_shifting_baseline.html


Shifting Baselines & Reduced Expectations

The Shifting Baseline Syndrome (Pauly 1995) 

“Essentially, this syndrome has arisen because each generation

of fisheries scientists accepts as a baseline the stock size and 

species composition that occurred at the beginning of their

careers, and uses this to evaluate changes.

When the next generation starts its career, the stocks have 

further declined, but it is the stocks at that time that serve as a 

new baseline. 

The result obviously is a gradual shift of the baseline, a gradual 

accommodation of the creeping disappearance of resource 

species, and inappropriate reference points for evaluating 

economic losses resulting from overfishing, or for identifying

targets for rehabilitation measures.”



Shifting Baselines

Shifting baselines are the chronic, slow, hard-to-notice changes 

in things, from the disappearance of birds and frogs in the 

countryside to the increased drive time from L.A. to San Diego.

If your ideal weight used to be 150 pounds and now it is 160, 

your baseline -- as well as your waistline -- has shifted.

The term was coined by fisheries biologist Daniel Pauly in 

1995, and it quickly spread to a variety of disciplines. 

It has been applied to analysis of everything from deteriorating 

cities to declining quality of entertainment.  

(text from Randy Olson, LA Times Opinion Piece, 2002)

(http://www.shiftingbaselines.org/op_ed/index.html)



Implications of Shifting Baselines

Three Unresolved Issues:  

1. Detection:  Is Change Happening? How fast ?

2. Prediction: What will nature look like in the future ? 

3. Management: What should (restored) nature look like ?

Emerging Consensus:  

The baselines have shifted for many ocean ecosystems. 

Without knowledge of the past, each new generation accepts 

the current baselines (that have already shifted) as the norm.



How to Deal With Shifting Baselines

Anecdotes and the shifting baseline syndrome of fisheries      
(Pauly 1995) 

Developing frameworks for incorporation of earlier knowledge 

into present models of fisheries 

Adding historical knowledge to a discipline that has suffered 

from lack of historical perspective

Frameworks that maximize the use of fisheries history will help 

understand and overcome the shifting baselines syndrome



Sliding Baselines and Anecdotes

Importance of the Historical Dimension in Policy and Management 
(Pauly 2001) 



Sliding Baselines and Anecdotes

Reefs before Columbus   (Jackson 1997) 

How many turtles lived in the Caribbean in 1492 ?



Sliding Baselines and Anecdotes

Reefs before Columbus  (Jackson 1997) 

Modelling Approaches:

- Historical catches  (6.5 million)

- Carrying capacity models (660 million)

New Approaches:

- Middens / isotopic analyses

- Genetics (Ne): museum samples 



Generational / Personal Amnesia

Evidence for SBS in Conservation Biology (Papworth et al. 2009) 

Attempts to collect qualitative and quantitative data

- Time of Change                       - Trends (Relative Abundance)



Generational / Personal Amnesia

Evidence for SBS in Conservation Biology  (Papworth et al. 2009) 

Two Explanations for SBS:

- Generational Amnesia:  New generations “blind” to change  

- Personal Amnesia:  Old generation “fails to remember”



Sliding Baselines & Reduced Expectations

Ghost Forests  (Dayton et al. 1998)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0hhuYwqt2w0

Fifty years ago, the      

Southern California kelp 

forests, were home                   

to a remarkable number of 

large fish and invertebrates.

400-pound black sea                  

bass, 100-pound groupers, 

20-pound lobsters lived 

through the kelp forest’s 

towering fronds.

The absence of once 

common marine organisms 

has prompted the term 

“ghost forests”.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0hhuYwqt2w0


California Kelp Beds

Dominant predators in the system have been removed

Commercial and sport (logbook) landings of white                         

sea bass (Atractoscion noblis) in Southern CA

1950s

2000s

1970 - 1996



Sliding Baselines & Reduced Expectations
Kelp forest urchin predators over-harvested  (Dayton et al. 1998)



Point Loma Kelp Bed History Project

Program started in 1971 

(Dayton et al., 1984)

Natural disturbances, 

notably storms, El Niños, 

and grazing, caused major 

fluctuations in  distribution 

and abundance of kelps, 

especially giant kelp,

Macrocystis  pyrifera . 

Plants affected by gradients 

in depth, light, temperature, 

water motion, nutrient 

availability, and planktonic 

propagule supply. 



Point Loma Kelp Bed History Project
Storm mortality is strongly 

depth / location dependent                

(Dayton et al. 1992) 

Significant longshore 

variability as well: kelp 

plants on the ends of the 

forest suffer much higher 

storm-related mortality than 

plants in center of the forest.

Conversely, the edges of the 

forest have better kelp 

survivorship than the central 

site (at the same depth) 

during El Niño summers; 

(Tegner & Dayton 1987)



Ocean Climate Effects on Kelp Beds

Definition of a meaningful benchmark is impossible, because 

many of the large animals have been gone for years to decades, 

and kelps are sensitive to large-scale, low-frequency El Niño–

Southern Oscillation events and longer term regime shifts



A shift in the oceanographic climate has significantly reduced  

the average size and carrying capacity of the dominant plant. 

1970 - 1996

Ocean Climate Effects on Kelp Beds



Macrocystis stipe data showing important changes between the 

ocean climate in late 1950s / early 1970s and 1980s / 1990s 

Results 

consistent 

with larger 

scale 

California 

Current

picture

Suggest a 

regime shift 

in mid-to-

late 1970s

Ocean Climate Effects on Kelp Beds



California Kelp Forests - Conclusions

A shift in the oceanographic climate has significantly reduced                    

the average size and carrying capacity of the dominant plant. 

Furthermore, most of megafauna have been removed with                       

very little documentation or historical understanding of                                  

what the community was like. 

Thus, our ability to separate anthropogenic impacts from the 

“natural” dynamics of the system is severely compromised. 

Yet, anthropogenic alteration of most environmental systems

occurs via an accumulation of impacts, large and small.
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Homework #1:  Two points make a line…                                        

but it takes a lot more to get a significant trend

What is the power of your trend data ?

Download homework #1 from course web-site on friday



Homework #1:  Use R or Excel 

Statistics Tool Pak in Excel



To Activate Add-in:

Click on “Add-ins”

Select “Analysis Tool-Pak”

Press “Go” (at the bottom)

Tick on “Analysis Tool-Pak”

Press “Go” (on right)



To Start Add-in:

Click on “Data Analysis” Icon

(on top right of tool bar)

Highlight “Regression” 

Click on OK


